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in the end i got lazy and didn't write all the thing
some other day I'll write the Bios about my GX OC
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1 - Yu-Gi-Oh OC

Ami Mizuno
Gender: female
Hair: light brown
Eyes: light blue
Height: 158 cm
Age: 15 at debut
Birthday: 14 May
Status at debut: 1st year at Domino high School
Relation: Emi Mizuno’s non-identical twin (don’t ask) Kimiko Mizuno’s big sister. Ami has a crush on
Yugi Motou
Millennium necklace: she received it for her fifteenth birthday from Yugi with a note that says: “Friends
Forever” (really long story)

Ami is one shy, clever and as Yugi thinks “a cute girl”. She’s an optimist and full of enthusiasm. She
always stands for her friends. When they were little, Ami and Emi, went to singing and dancing lessons,
but Ami dropped out from the singing lessons and now she goes only to modern dance lessons. As for
her sister, Emi, she dropped out from the dance lessons. Ami has a velvet choker with a heart. Her two
sisters have the same but Emi has a star and Kimiko has a flower on it.

The queen of Egypt Yumi (how dramatic)
Gender: female
Hair: light brown
Eyes: light blue
Height: about 163 cm
Age: 5000 years old appears as 18 years old
Relation: Husband-Pharaoh Atem; Children-Cleo and Tina

Emi Mizuno
Gender: female
Hair: Blonde
Eyes: light brown
Height: 158 cm
Age: 15 at debut
Birthday: 14 May
Status at debut: 1st year at Domino high School
Relation: Ami Mizuno’s non-identical twin (don’t ask) Kimiko Mizuno’s big sister. Emi has a crush on
Joey Wheeler

Emi is an outgoing pretty girl with a big fashion sense. Sometimes bad guys have a tendency to dismiss
her but they’re the ones who are always sorry.



Kimiko Mizuno
Gender: female
Hair: blonde
Eyes: blue
Height: about 140 cm
Age: 11
Birthday: born July 10
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